Orthogonal chemical genetic approaches for unraveling signaling pathways.
While chemical genetic approach uses small molecules to probe protein functions in cells or organisms, orthogonal chemical genetics refers to strategies that utilize reengineered protein-small molecule interfaces, to alter specificities, in order to probe their functions. The advantage of orthogonal chemical genetics is that the changes at the interfaces are generally so minute that it goes undetected by natural processes, and thus depicts a true physiological picture of biological phenomenon. This review highlights the recent advances in the area of orthogonal chemical genetics, especially those designed to probe signaling processes. Dynamic protein-protein and enzyme-substrate interactions following stimuli form the foundation of signal transduction. These processes not only break spatial and temporal boundaries between interacting proteins, but also impart distinct regulatory properties by creating functional diversity at the interfaces. Functional and temporal modulation of these dynamic interactions by specific chemical probes provides extremely powerful tools to initiate, ablate, decouple and deconvolute different components of a signaling pathway at multiple stages. Not surprisingly, multiple receptor-ligand reengineering approaches have been developed in the last decade to selectively manipulate these transient interactions with the aim of unraveling signaling events. However, given the diversity of protein-protein interactions and novel chemical genetic probes developed to perturb these processes, a short review cannot do adequate justice to all aspects of signaling. For this reason, this review focuses on some orthogonal chemical-genetic strategies that are developed to study signaling processes involving enzyme-substrate interactions.